Performance analysis is very important in the study and design of scene matching algorithm. Based on the analysis of the common performance parameters, robustness of scene matching algorithm is defined, including the definitions of robust stability and robust performance, and the corresponding evaluation parameters matching margin and matching adaptability are given. With application of these robustness parameters on 8 scene matching algorithms, quantitative analysis results of algorithm robustness are obtained. The paper provides an important theoretical reference to the performance evaluation of scene matching algorithm.
Introduction
Scene matching guidance technology is not only an important way in precision-guided positioning of the aircraft, but also an advanced and effective guidance approach proved by a series of missile weapons in several actual combats [1, 8] . The performance of the matching algorithm is a key factor to determine the matching reliability and accuracy of the scene matching system. Over the years, domestic and foreign researchers have made unremitting efforts in this area, and many scene matching algorithms with superior performance were proposed [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] 10, 13] . The emergence of a large number of matching algorithms is bound to lead to another important research topic, namely matching algorithm performance analysis and evaluation, which requires focused on solving two problems, the first is what the algorithm performance parameters are, and the second is how to calculate these parameters. The matching probability, matching accuracy, matching time and other parameters having been assumed quantitatively under certain experimental conditions, the reliability, accuracy and real-time performance of matching algorithms were evaluated respectively in the design and studying algorithms in most of the literatures [1, 2, 8, 10] ; and many other literatures proposed the calculation methods of the parameters under laboratory conditions or building methods of simulation environment [9, 11, 12] . These index parameters and simulation methods undoubtedly provided an important theoretical basis and technical reference for performance evaluation of matching algorithms and put a strong forward to research and design of matching algorithm. But considering the scene matching system influenced by various disturbances, it is necessary to further study the antiinterference capability of matching algorithm, or robustness, to provide the analysis reference and decisionmaking for practical applications. Many references presented robustness and adaptability of the algorithms, which, however, were limited to qualitative description, and did not give the mathematical definition and calculation method [2, 8, 10] . Based on the summarization and analysis of the common performance parameters of scene matching algorithm, and referred to the conception of algorithm robustness in robust control theory, this paper presented a definition of robustness of scene matching algorithm, which was described quantitatively from robust stability and robust performance. Through performance comparison and analysis of 8 kinds of scene matching algorithms, the reasonableness of the definition was verified to provide the important theoretical basis for performance analysis of matching algorithm.
Definitions of the Robustness Parameters of Scene Matching Algorithm
Usually, the performance index parameters of algorithm are considered as the mathematical basis for algorithm performance evaluation. The common performance parameters of scene matching algorithm are matching probability, matching accuracy, and matching time [2, 8, 10] .
Basic Performance Parameters of Scene Matching Algorithm
The matching probability is defined as the ratio of the number of correct matches R n to the total number of matches , namely
. The correct match refer to those matching result is within the required error range. In the algorithm evaluation and simulation experiment, the error ranges select 3 pixels generally. The higher the matching probability is, the better the reliability of the matching algorithm be.
 The precision index -the matching precision 
The precision is also called the veracity of matching algorithm. The matching precision requires the matching error of the correct matching is as small as possible. For a single match, suppose the ideal matching position is
,  x y , and the actual matching position is   1 1 , x y   , then the single positioning error is
As for results of n-time matching, if the ideal matching
, and the actual matching positions are    is also used to indicate the distribution of matching errors.
To be attention, when the matching error mean and the error variance are solved by Eq. (2) and Eq. (3), calculation can be implemented only under the correct position (i.e. the single matching error i  is within the error range for requirements), which is not the statistical value of all the matching results.
 The rapidity index ─the matching time M T The rapidity is the real-time performance of the matching, which requires the matching algorithm is fast enough to meet the real-time requirements for the application environment. The matching time is the parameter index to measure the complexity and computational quantity of a matching algorithm. For a certain matching algorithm, the impact factors for calculation are: computational quantity of feature extraction processes, computational quantity of similarity measure, and the scope of search strategy. The matching time T M is the ratio of the total matching time T total of the algorithm matching experiments to the matching times , namely,
The Definitions of Robustness Parameters
The referred to the conception of algorithm robustness in robust control theory [14] , this paper presented the definitions of robustness of scene matching algorithm, which was described quantitatively from robust stability and robust performance.
Definition 1: Robustness of the matching algorithm
The robustness of the matching algorithm refers to its adaptability to the differences between the reference image (or the sub-reference image) and the real-time image and the matching uncertainties caused by various factors, such as character differences with the multi-source images, distortion interference, scene features and so on.
Definition 2: Robust Stability of the matching algorithm
Robust stability means that correct matching can be achieved under the condition of certain difference between the reference image and the real-time image. In order to quantitatively describe the robust stability of the matching algorithm, here we define a new parameter named Matching Margin (MM), and denotes as R MM . R MM describes the difference degree the reference image and the real-time image with Similarity Signal Noise Ratio (SSNR). The matching margin R MM can be calculated by Eq. (4).
It can be seen, the matching margin of the matching algorithm is the reciprocal of max
SS
, which is the maximum SSNR of error matching. SSNR is defined as follows
where, is the standard deviation of the image, and (*) Std X is the mean reference image, and Y is the mean real-time image.
For the reference image X, then
It can be proved that the value SSNR is not changed if X and Y are exchanged. And this is the unique character of SSNR which is different from other signal to noise ratios. In the scene matching area, the similarity analysis based on SSNR plays an important role.
Also we can see, the smaller max is, the greater the matching margin is. This shows that the matching algorithm can achieve the right match in the case of small signal to noise ratio, and the algorithm has strong anti-distortion-interference ability and good stability, otherwise, its ability is poor.
Definition 3: Robust Performance of the matching algorithm
Robust performance means that an expected matching probability can be guaranteed with a certain difference between the reference image and the real-time image. We indicated this character of the matching algorithm as Matching Adaptability (MA), denotes as MA R , which can be calculated by Eq. (7).
It can be seen, R MA is proportional to the matching probability and the matching margin. When the SSNR max is same, the higher the matching probability is, the greater R MA is. It shows that the algorithm has a strong adaptability to distortion, otherwise it has weak ability.
Through the above definitions, a quantitative description on robustness, stability and adaptability of the scene matching algorithm in the same framework can be obtained, and the algorithm performance index system is completed. In the following parts, according to the performance analysis of the edge feature scene matching algorithm, the reasonableness of these parameters is illuminated.
Performance Evaluation Experiment and Analysis of the Matching Algorithms
In order to verify the reasonableness and effectiveness of the definitions in this paper, here, performance compareson and analysis of several classic scene matching algorithms are implemented. At present, various types of literature on the scene matching algorithm can be described as dazzling variety. However, the scene matching guidance system for aircraft, the most basic three algorithms are the Mean Absolute Difference (MAD) algorithm, the Mean Square Difference (MSD) algorithm, and the Normalized Product correlation (NProd) algorithm, which based on image gray-scale [8, 9] . Meantime, considering the multi-source characteristics of the matching images, the edge feature matching algorithm is a very hot topic in real research. Here the performances of several edge feature matching algorithms are analyzed, which based on Roberts operator, Sobel operator, Prewitt operator, Laplacian operator and LOG operator. Firstly, the structure of the algorithm is described.
Scene Matching Algorithm Based on Edge Feature
Roberts operator, Sobel operator, Prewitt operator, Laplacian operator and LOG operator are in accordance with the difference between the gray-scale of the current pixel and the gray-scale of the around the pixel [15] . By using the classical method of similarity measure Nprod [2] , five kinds of edge feature matching algorithms based on NProd can be obtained. The basic structure of algorithm is as follows.
Step 1: Initialization of input data and parameters. RI_Height = height of reference image; RI_Width = width of reference image; RtI_Height = height of real-time image; RtI _Width = width of real-time image; Rmax = 0; // Initialization of Nprod coefficient; Lx = 0; Ly=0；// Initialization of matching position
Step 2: Edge feature detection between real-time image Y and reference image X
Step 3: Calculating of the mould of the edge feature realtime image.
Step 4: Translation search matching in the edge feature reference image. for（int u=0; u< RI_Height -RtI_Height +1; u++） for（int v=0;v< RI _Width -RtI _Width +1;v++） {when position (u,v) of sub-reference image X being selected, Nprod coefficient of position (u,v) is calculated);
if（Ruv>Rmax）//The first-max method is used here.
{ Rmax= Ruv; Lx=u; Ly=v; } } Step 5: Output matching position (Lx, Ly). Where, if the second step is removed, the algorithm is the classic NProd scene matching algorithm. Based on various edge feature detection operators, different edge strength scene matching algorithms can be obtained. To simplify the description of the problem, corresponding to the above five detection operators, 5 kinds of edge strength matching algorithms are denote as RSNprod, PSNprod, SSNprod, LSNprod, and LOGSNprod respectively.
Experiment and Analysis
A multiple group pairs between PIONEER satellite images and real flight images which are similar to Figure 1 are used to implement the matching experiment, and the simulation method is referred to reference [9] . In the experiments, the size of the experimental reference image is 256 × 256, which is the satellite images, and the size of the real-time image is 64 × 64, which is the flight measured image. Since the acquisition platform and acquisition conditions are different, there exists a big difference between the reference image and the real-time image, and there are strong distortions and noise interference in the real-time image.
Through a large number of matching simulation experiments, the performance parameters of various matching algorithms are calculated, and the results shown in Table 1 .
It can be seen form the matching performance parameters, in the gray-scale matching algorithms, the performance of MAD is the poorest, and MSD is followed, and NProd is the optimal. In the edge feature matching algorithms, LOG operator has the strongest anti-ability of distortion and the best robustness. This is inseparable with the detection principle of the LOG operator with filtering first and detecting later. From the view of positioning accuracy, Laplasian operator has a high matching accuracy, which shows the Laplasian edge strength detection and location accuracy is better than other edge detection operators. In contrast, matching performance is not improved using Roberts operator for scene matching, indicating that the influence on matching performance caused by information loss with Roberts edge detection is even more than the difference of the image itself. Prewitt operator and Sobel operator have strong robust to the gray-scale distortion, but are more sensitive to noise interference. As the matching time has a strong relationship with the experimental environment, here quantitative results are not given. In general, the complexity of the matching algorithm is equal to sum of the complexity of feature extraction algorithms and the complexity of matching similarity measure. Above eight kinds of algorithms, MAD, MSD, NProd are directly based on the gray-scale, and the computation quantity of the similarity measure is equal to that of the matching algorithm, by comparison, there is less computation quantity. The computation quantities of the edge strength matching algorithms are equal to that of the edge detection algorithms added to that of similarity measure. From the detection principles of the operators, the computation quantity of Roberts operator is the least, and the computation quantities of other operators are to some tune, with a simple operation and high real-time performance.
Conclusions
This paper studies the scene matching algorithm performance evaluation index system, defines the robustness of scene matching algorithm, including the robust stability and robust performance, which were quantitatively described by using the matching margin and the matching adaptability.
Then from the perspective of scene matching algorithm performance evaluation, the practicability of eight kinds of edge strength matching algorithms in the weapons systems were analyzed and evaluated, indicating that the robustness of the matching algorithm can be quantitatively described with the matching margin and the matching adaptability, including the adaptability to distortion interference and the adaptability to scene feature changes. Experimental results also show that, the edge strength matching algorithms based on Laplasian operator and LOG operator have stronger robustness, and the algorithms are simple, and easy to implement, and they have important application prospection in real-time matching aircraft guidance.
